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Engagement is the start of any learning experience. The *Oxford Atlas* suite showcases the very latest high-impact imagery with maps and data to engage students as they explore global case studies, local issues and build geography skills. All the resources of the *Oxford Atlas* series – including the *Oxford Atlas* print edition, the *Oxford Atlas* obook, the *Oxford Atlas Workbook* and the *Oxford Atlas iPad app* – are elegantly designed and draw students into discovering and understanding the world around them.
Latest satellite imagery and modelling

The Oxford Atlas e-book contains virtual fieldwork activities, transporting students to sites through video, maps and images

Interactive learning modules on key geographical skills and concepts can be used in class or at home

Hundreds of high-impact photographs and illustrations

Current real world events and examples make content meaningful to students
The Oxford Atlas provides the most comprehensive topic coverage of any school atlas. Twenty-six geotheme topics, including disasters, plate tectonics and history, ensure the Oxford Atlas provides deep and relevant learning. The Oxford Atlas obook brings these themed topics to life with the added depth of interactive learning modules, while the Oxford Atlas Workbook enables students to consolidate their learning.
Geoskills spreads focus on the foundations of geography skills.

Geographic skills and concepts are carefully developed throughout the print and obook editions.

Each geoskills spread includes geoactivities to build deeper understanding of each skill.

Oxford Atlas Workbook activities integrate perfectly with all skills and theme spreads.
The Oxford Atlas suite is the complete Geography teaching and learning resource. Available in a print edition or as the fully interactive Oxford Atlas obook, featuring learning modules, virtual fieldwork and layered maps, the Oxford Atlas delivers deep and connected learning about our world. These peerless resources are supported by the Oxford Atlas Workbook and the Oxford Atlas iPad app. The extra resources have been purpose built to promote deep student understanding of geographic themes and the development of geospatial skills and concepts.

An Oxford Atlas suite can be tailored to meet your school’s budget and your students’ needs. Contact your local Oxford representative or visit oup.com.au/atlas for more information and sample materials.
The best answer will win their own iPad preloaded with the Oxford Atlas iPad app and their school will receive 10 Oxford Atlas and obook bundles.


**Tell us in 50 words or less how you would use the Oxford Atlas and an iPad in your Geography classroom.**

**How to Enter**

Include your Name, School, Position, State, Email address and your 50-word response in writing and send to Oxford University Press.

Fax your entry to 03 9934 9100 or post to:

Oxford Atlas Competition
Oxford University Press
253 Normanby Road
South Melbourne Victoria 3205

Entries must be received by 5pm EST, Tuesday 31 August 2010.

For Terms & Conditions please visit oup.com.au/atlas
Why the Oxford Atlas is ideal for your school

Skills: the extensive skills sequence builds students’ abilities

Land cover base: Oxford’s intuitive map base makes maps easier to read

Topicality: the most up-to-date local and international content

Teaching resources: answers, interactive modules, activities and presentations

eBook: includes all the content of the print edition plus interactive learning modules, virtual fieldwork, interactive maps and integrated activities in digital form

Suitability: the Oxford Atlas suite is suitable for all levels of secondary schooling, including the senior years

Tailored: available in a range of packaged options to match your school’s needs and budget

Coverage: the Oxford Atlas suite will support your students from Year 7 through to Year 12